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The Reflection of Fairfield

Introducing; Fairfield University's Fall Concert Artists
MIKAFI ATIFRNFY
BY MIKAELATIERNEY

^J

*f

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Ifs official - the FUSA fall concert

extremely difficult -You've got to get

on October 28 will feature headliner

in touch with people's agents.. .figure

Far East Movement, supported by

out the budget, what students want

opening acts Hoodie Allen and The

to have [as a] kind of genre, what the

Hood Internet

school can host that fits their values,"

Scheduled to go on sale on October 11 at 11 a.m, tickets will cost $35

Goger explained.
About 150 people attended the

until October 24, when ticket sales will

announcement show in the Lower

become available to the public and

Level of the Barone Campus Center.
Initially, people at the event were

prices will increase to $45.
The concert was announced
during theWVOF Fall Concert An-

excited by the free food provided by
Garden Catering and Robek's, but

nouncement show hosted by Kevin

some got annoyed when they had

Tellie'12,VWOF station manager,

to wait through a half hour of music

and Ivey Speight'12, WVOF Sports

and talking for the actual performer

Director.

announcement.

"It was a great turnout, we really

Student reactions to the final an-

liked that people came - we wanted

nouncement of the concert perform-

them to have fun!"Speight noted after

ers were mixed.

the event."It really pumped them up
for the concert."

"I've never gone [to the fall
concert] and this concert doesn't

Special guests Rob Goger '14 and

excite me enough to change that,"said

Michael Leavitt '12, both from FUSA,
offered some insight into the process
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of choosing the performers. "Ifs

Contributed Photos
The Hood Internet (Upper Left), Hoodie Allen (Right) and Far East Movement (Bottom)

Fairfield Students Learn How to Date

Signs of Student Money
BY

ALICIA BISSONNETTE

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

KerryOonin^n^hiiosop^
Fairfield U. students have been "excelling"at the hook-up culture.
BY MAGGIE ANDREW
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

categories of the revenge, rebound,
bored and now-or-never hook-ups.
Cronin first realized that she

would unabashedly pose personal
questions to her students to find out

When walking on Fatrfield's
campus this semester, one might
notice a different sight. Over the
summer, signs with red back-

ed, are the color they were designed
to be since the idea's creation.
The beautification project on
the campus has been in the budgets
and master plan for four to five
years. At this point, "it was a multiyear and multi-phase plan which we

grounds and white lettering were

have been implementing ever since.

the truth about the inner workings

erected to label the buildings on

Fairfield is on the list... again.

needed to connect with her students

of modern college relationships.

campus.These signs, which are part

The Quad, as an example, was the
largest component to be completed

While Fairfield was recently

Shocked by the conclusions, she

of Fail-field's beautification process

thus far, but there have been others -

added to the ranks of prestigious

beyond the typical philosophy curriculum at the advice of a Jesuit 15

Universities by the U.S. News and

years ago. He helped her to under-

introduced an unusual assignment
to combat the deterioration of legiti-

that is taking place over the course of
the next several years, have sparked

such as the Village this past summer,
select parking lots and additional
sidewalks, and other examples,"said

Review's 2012 edition of "America's

stand that the students'real learning
occurs in residential halls and caf-

mate relationships.
Cronin challenged her

some mighty rumors.

Best Colleges"for the Best Regional
Universities in the Northeast Kerry
Cronin has a special place for our

eterias and involves their friendships

students to ask someone out on a

cost $3,800 per sign, and the other

and relationships, not just the mate-

level one date and the mandatory

is that the color scheme of the signs

school on her own personal

face-to-face invitation was

list.

only the beginning of the

One rumor is that the signs

is incorrect. However, upon closer
investigation, both rumors proved to

Reed.
Although he cannot disclose
actual prices, he noted that the
prices seem more daunting than

culture shock experienced

be wrong. In the exchange of emails

they actually are when worked into
the budget. For example, when

phy professor at Boston

by her philosophy seminar

from Dr. Mark Reed, the Vice Presi-

there were new doors put in around

College, spoke in front

dent of Administration and Student

campus, Reed noted they were a six-

of a packed audience on

class.
The "target," as one

Affairs at Fairfield University, it was

figure number, but claimed that this

Cronin, a philoso-

Monday night about the

student described the

discovered that neither was the case.

was the norm. He notes: "It's a big

current "hook-up culture,"

intended victim of her

Although he was unable to disclose

campus! [It's] safe to say that when

dating, and the categories
of hook-ups that she at-

philosophy project, needs

the actual amount spent on the

all is completed, the total cost for

to know the nature of the

signs, he reported that the cost was
not $3,800. The signs, Reed also not-

this will also be in that cost range."
There has been some confusion

tributes especially to Fair-

date. The student also has
to invite someone he or

field students, who she

she has a genuine interest

says have been "excelling"
in this particular variation
of college relationships.
A hook-up is a

CONTINUED P*GE
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in, but should not spend
Contributed Photo more than 90 minutes
Kerry Cronin speaking in 2010 at Boston College.

on this "reconnaissance

physical or social interac-

mission." Cronin believes
an hour and a half provides

tion with no perceived
emotional connection or expectation
of a follow-up, according to Cronin.

rial fed to them by their professors.
In order for the students to take their

just enough time to gather infor-

She classifies college students into
three categories: the pseudo-married

Jesuit education seriously, she would

relationship is worth pursuing.
This manner of courtship can

need to figure out how to incorporate

mation and make a decision if the

couples, those who opt out and, of

Plato and Aristotle into their lives

be difficult to initiate in the perva-

course, those who hook-up.

outside the classroom.
Eight years of research on this

sive hook-up culture of colleges,

volunteered different classifica-

topic provided the background
information necessary to undertake

Cronin's students at Boston College.
Aileen Monahan '14 says, "Level

tions of those who participate in

the blending of philosophy with

the hook-up culture, including the

the students'social lives, and she

During Cronin's previous three
visits to campus, Fairfield students

providing a definite challenge to

Danica Ceballos/Associate News Editor
CONTINUED!
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What You Missed This Week:
Clockwise from top left comer:
The barrier blocking the roadway between North Benson Rd. and the main Fairfield Prep entrance
was finally taken down this past week, a change met with relief and excitement by Media Center
students. The barrier was seen as a blockade between Fairfield's campus and the Media Center, disconnecting the two sections of campus, and also prevented students from driving through the side
entrance to cut to the apartments and BCC without having to go through the main campus gate.
The Memorial Service for Kenni Nwajagu was held last Friday, Sept. 23 in the Egan Chapel. About
200 students, faculty, and community members attended the service, a student-organized event. The
memorial included a short film created by Victoria Clougher, who also led the event, in addition to
personal testimonies from Kenni's friends and mentors.
An open house was held on Tuesday, Sept. 27 to spotlight the work being done on the Organic Garden on campus, featuring music, tours, and a cooking demonstration. The Garden is located West of
the Dolan School of Business.
Deadlines for the Ignatian Solidarity Corp applications for international service trips over winter
break have been extended - interviews will now be held until Thursday Oct. 6. Applications are
available through the Campus Ministry section of the Fairfield University website, and interviews
can be scheduled after an application has been submitted. Take advantage of a great opportunity!
The National Foreign Language Honor Society, Alpha Mu Gamma, hosted an "International Happy
Hour" at the Levee last week for International students on campus. The event aimed to help International students become a part of the Fairfield community and gave Fairfield students a chance to practice
their language skills with students from
Bangladesh, China, France, Germany,
Iraq, Philippines, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia,
Ireland, Vietnam, and Spain. Another
Happy Hour will be held next month.

Fairfield Takes a Part in 'The Big Cat Initiative'
BY ELIZABETH KOUBEK
NEWS EDITOR

50 years ago there were an
estimated 450,000 lions which

Program on the Environment and
Associate Professor of Politics
David Downie, Ph.D. in the press
release on Fairfield University's

roamed the earth. Today, approxi-

website.
"The Big Cat Initiative is

mately 430,000 of those lions are

a global effort by citizens and

extinct and less then 20,000 are

professional conservationists

left. If nothing changes, then in

to address this issue before it

10 years that number could drop
again and put this beloved species

is too late," he noted.

in order to save the Big Cats from

in addition to poaching, hunting

using my photography to build

extinction.
"The Big Cats Initiative is an

and loss of habitat, is complacency," said Schiller.

awareness and ultimately raise

Emerging Action Fund whose

As Fairfield University students, we can help not only by
attending this event on September

Cats from extinction.
Schiller said, "That meant

intention is to drive the
world's attention to the Big
Cats and to develop solutions to stop their decline."
said Schiller. There are other
projects working towards
this goal as well, some are
the Human-Big Cat Con-

Evan Schiller, an

29 and educating ourselves, but
on a larger scale as well. Schiller
suggests we write to the Secretary
of the Interior, Ken Salazar, and
request that Lions be added to

flict, Halting Lion Hunting,

the Endangered Species List and
also talk to others and create more

Fairfield not only to raise

National Park Support and

awareness about this serious situ-

this issue. On Thursday, Septem-

awareness through his talk
but also through his pho-

others.
Looking at the num-

ation.
As stated in the Press Release
by Fairfield, Jermain Griffin, asso-

into extinction.
In an attempt to stop the decline and raise awareness Fairfield
University is taking'an interest in

esteemed wildlife photographer, will be coming to

bers today it will take five

ber 29 at 4 p.m. in Gonzaga Audi-

tographs. After two trips to

torium, Fairfield's Prograrn of the
Environment and the International

Africa and Botswana, Evan

Studies Program are co-sponsoring

Cats, including lions, leopards, cheetahs, tigers and panthers

interest and funds to battle this

in their natural habitat.
The second trip was a two

acute situation."
The Jouberts, multiple award-

week photography safari in 2010.

a talk by Evan Schiller discussing
the "Big Cat Initiative."
"Tigers, leopards, jaguars and

and his wife have seen the Big

Contributed Photo/Fairfield Website years to reverse the decline
One of the endangered cats in its natural habitat, or if it continues on 10 years
until these animals are

lions are threatened as never before as their numbers are declining

This trip inspired Evan to take a

ed filmmakers, photographers, and
conservationists, estimated that 50

quickly." said Director of Fairfield's

larger role and help save the Big

million dollars needs to be raised

extinct.The two countries with the
most needed work are Kenya and
Tanzania; however, these animals
live in countries throughout Africa,
India and South Africa.
"One of the problems we face

ciate director of the International
Studies Program said, "Schiller's
exceptional photography and
amazing story will inspire students
to think globally and act locally."
To find out more about the
Big Cat Initiative, check out the
National Geographic website.
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Class President. Both will take place

The Resume of the 21st Century

in the BCC Lower Level.
COSO's annual Activities Fair
was a huge success. More than 1,700
students came out to learn about

BY MARY MCCORMICK

and sign up for the 100+ clubs and

STAFF WRITER

organizations represented there.The

Brand new suit. Fresh haircut.
A firm handshake.
First impressions are everything
during a job interview and your
resume is no exception.
Tn an increasingly challenging job market, a strong resume
is the key to success after graduation . However, one side of a piece
of paper is no longer sufficient for
an employer according to a-recent
article in The Wall Street Journal.
In an era dominated by technology and social media, it is only
fitting that of a resume is now a
combination of the traditional paper
outline and a professional profile on
an online database. Websites such
as Linkedln are now required to be a
legitimate prospective employee.

fair was a chance to truly get a sense
of just how rich Fairfield University's
campus culture is. COSO members
are looking forward to the monthly
General Assembly meeting and want
BY

FUSA

to remind club officers to keep an eye
out for funding packets, which will be

COLUMNIST

available online within the next week.
Well, here we go again - another
year in our very own Stag Nation is

Photo Illustration by Tom McKiver/The Mirror
Students handing off their"resume"for review.

The Programming Board has
quite the schedule for you coming

officially underway. September has

up. The acts for the Fall Concert

all but come and gone, and it's left

were announced on Monday and

in its wake millions of pages read,

will feature openers, Hoodie Allen

papers written, hours spent in class,

and The Hood Internet with Far East

and ping pong balls forever lost to

Movement as the main act.Tickets go

that dark abyss that lies below your

on sale October 11 starting at 11 am

townhouse couch. Sure, we all got off

and will be $35 for students.

of job applicants at the click of

Ideal Traditional Resume

to a bumpy start with Irene crashing

their mouse. It is both practical

Although technology is an

to go on sale on Tuesday October 4th,

Look out for tickets to Wicked

and convenient, making the users'

important component to getting

the party, but we here at FUSA have
been hard at work to make sure that

information available to a wider

a job, the paper resume is still

this month has a little something for

6th. The first Late Night @ Barone will

Using Linkedln

range of potential employers that

important. Like all first impres-

everyone.

take place on Friday the 14th from

According to The Wall Street

a paper resume in the mail might

sions, your resume is either a hit or

not be able to reach. Linkedln

miss, but there are several steps to

lessly to make your voices heard.

food, music and giveaways (Fairfield

for 2011 "employment specialist

benefits users on both ends of the

tank tops) as we kick off the start to

employment process.

creating the perfect outline.
According to Fairfield Career

With one our major goals as an or-

and author, Wendy Enelow states

Red Sea Madness!

Center advisor Cath Borgman,

ganization being to increase student
advocacy, Senate has reformatted its

the resume format for current and

tactics for tackling issues on campus

one interested in getting involved
in FUSA to come to the next SWAT

Journal's "Updating a Resume

that "In today's executive search

Senior biology student Mike

Senate has been working tire-

and Free Extreme Bowling on the

10:30 PM-1:30 AM; come for free

We want to encourage any-

market, if you're not on Linkedln,

Whitley stated that"Joining Linke-

you don't exist." Thus, embracing

dln is the new passage into adult-

recently graduated students is

and your senators have been working

available technology is mandatory

hood. Once you have a Linkedln

easy to follow and that placement,

on initiatives ranging from on- and

meeting or to consider running for

rather than recommended.

profile, you've begun to make it."

organization and word choice are

off-campus housing, Rec Plex,

Student Senate. The more students

crucial to resume success.

registration, dining services and the

we have directly involved in FUSA,

mountain sized new speed bumps to

the better we can serve the Fairfield

For those you who do not

Business student Andy Gar-

have a Linkedln profile yet, it is

done agreed saying that'linkedln

a website where users create an

is like the Facebook for employers

importance of accessibility and

ensuring that the transition to an off-

student body as your Student As-

electronic, detailed version of their

and let's be honest, who wants

organization saying that "Since

campus bookstore is as seamless and

sociation.

resume. Linkedln provides the

to be left out of the employment

recruiters take five seconds to scan

convenient for students as possible.

Your opinion matters to us, and

user space to post a photograph,

network."
However, Linkedln alone is

the resume, you don't want to have
all of the information squished

The beginning of October also
marks the fall election season for

your voice is meant to be heard; so
remember to like FUSA on Facebook

not enough to get you hired. A pa-

together making it difficult to look

Senate. On Tuesday, October 4*

and follow us on Twitter @FUSA47

over. The more effort they have to
put into it the less of a chance they

members of the class of 2015 will vote
for the 5 candidates whom they see
best fit to represent them as. The fol-

for updates and a space to ask questions or leave suggestions.

lowing Tuesday, October 11th, FUSA

-Your Fairfield University Student Association

list their interest and talents,
as well as providing traditional
resume information such as work
experience and education.
This way, an employer has
immediate access to a wider range

per resume is still a necessity, but
-the format and content is vital for,
standing out as a great potential .

Borgman stressed primarily

will actually end up reading it."

employee.
CONTINUED PAGE
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will host elections for each year's

Earn a College Degree in Four Years

CONTINUTED FROM PG. 1

was not their fault? Turns out that

guarantee this year. Baldwin-Wal-

Randolph-Macon College prom-

lace College will be one of fifteen

antee since 1991, usually find

ised to cover the cost of additional

schools that will offer it beginning

ways to protect themselves from

tuition until the student completed

with the Class of 2016.Tony Pals,

paying a student's tuition. Many

his degree.

a spokesman for the National As-

of these colleges would only pay

sociation of Independent Colleges

the tuition if graduation was not

guarantee is beginning to be

and Universities believes "the four

obtained due to the college's

student almost $56,000 a year if the

offered at many small private col-

year graduation guarantee is an

own mistakes, like not having a

weren't happy with the announce-

student decides to live on campus.

leges. This guarantee is used as a

approach we will see more private

ment, but I feel it's a fairly solid line-

As this price cannot be changed,

marketing tool to ease

colleges take in coming years."Col-

required class.
The college would not cover

BY FARHEEN KHAN

Christina Dunne'13.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

.

Melanie Cannon '12 said, "I like
them, but not enough that I want to
see them live."
Yet some students were very
excited about the announcement.
"I've heard that many people

As many students have noticed, the price of going to college
is increasing every year. As of right
now, a Fairfield education costs a

This idea of a four year degree

up/Thomas Knowles'12. "Granted it

parents and students want a

parents'fears that

lege parent, Debbie Wileer of War-

might be a little more chill or laid back

guarantee that it will be possible

their children may

renton, Virginia, seems to agree

than the previous concerts, but I think

to complete at least a Bachelor's

be forced to stay

it'll still be pretty good."

Degree within the four year time

in college for six

with Pals when

.has been practicing this guar-

if a student changed their major
as a junior or senior or was study
abroad for a semester.The four

she says that it

year guarantee program is still in

period. Even one more year can

years instead

gives her piece

its experimental stages. Many col-

ternet, hails from Chicago where the

put some stressful strains in a fam-

of four,

of mind that

leges began offering the program

band members were originally in an

ily's budget.

The opening act,The Hood In-

indie rock group named May or May

the school is paying
attention to this.
While this plan

To combat these rising pric-

Not The new group, which also runs

es, each incoming member of

lead-

a music blog under the same title, creates mash-ups of hip-hop and indie

the Class of 2015 at RandolphMacon College was eligible to

er in the spending

among some

rock style songs to create a unique

participate in a signing ceremo-

budget. The guar-

students

dance sound.
Hoodie Allen, a New York based

ny. The new student, a parent

antee also helps
first college goal

it may

Fairfield University students

still
not go

graduate within the designated

even before the
start of classes:

the audience through his lyrics,"ac-

than four years to complete as

students

cording to his website.

long as the student kept up with

should

their academic work and met

aim to
earn a

regularly with advisers.
The next question on many

nto practice for a while.
According to an
estimate by the federal

degree

another matter. What does the student body think? Should Fairfield
University employ a policy that
guarantees their promise to pay a

within the

tween dance, pop, electronic hip-hop
and any other genre they feel they can

what would happen if the college

adopt and make their own.

the bargain. What if the required

of four years.
Randolph-Macon College,
Juniata College, Virginia Wesleyan

classes were not available or advis-

College, California State Poly-

ties within four years. Colleges

ers gave poor counsel? Would the
family be forced to pay another

technic University, and Western

that have been practicing this

Michigan University are some

guarantee like the University of

year of tuition due to an event that

schools that have offered the

the Pacific in California, which

begin at 8 p.m.

If the University decides to
employ this policy in the future is

proximately 80 percent of the

parents'and students'minds was
was unable to hold up its end of

time span

four years.

Department of Education, ap-

than a single song. They alternate be-

campus at Alumni Hall and is set to

that more than 80 percent of

president signed an agreement
degree that would take no more

The concert will be held on

This is mainly due to the fact

students set their

that guaranteed the student a

A G6" but their style is much deeper

University does not practice the
four year.guarantee program.

or guardian, and the college

the'Importance of connecting with

Headliner Far East Movement

and

students have not had a chance to
graduate.
As of right now, Fairfield

parents,

rapper and songwriter and the second
opening act of the show, focuses on

is widely recognized for its hit "Like

may be popular

ing to a major damp

in 2008 or later, meaning that these

undergraduate students in the

student's tuition if the student is

United States earn their degrees

forced to stay a fifth year to com-

at private colleges and universi-

plete a degree?
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Campus Crime Beat

Mirror Picks of
the Week!

Thursday, 9/22

Sunday, 9/24

8:47 a.m.

10:45 a.m.

A neighbor of the University reported the unauthorized parking of several cars on an off-campus road.
The drivers of all involved vehicles
were identified and the cars were removed.

DPS responded to report of the rear window of a car
being smashed by an unknown object. The incident,
which occurred in the area of the
Townhouses, is still under investigation.

Wednesday September
28Mirror meeting 7 p.m. in
the office in the LLBCC!
Thursday September
29Career Fair in the Rec
Plex from 11 am to 3 pm.

6:25 p.m.
7:39 a.m.
A non-student was arrested during a
routine DPS traffic stop after an active
trespass warning was discovered on
their profile.

Several traffic signs were found
pulled from the grounds of
Dolan Campus.

Friday, 9/23

10:37 p.m.

12:38 a.m.

Several Exit signs in Jogues Hall
were smashed.

The operator of a motor vehicle was
referred to Dean of Students Office
by DPS after driving recklessly in the
area of theTownhouses.

Monday, 9/25
7:52 p.m.

Vehicle parts and accessories were reported stolen
from a student's car while parked in the Kelley Center parking lot.

A student's handbag was reported stolen during a
Townhouse party.

Friday September 30Presidential Ball on the
Bellarmine Lawn!
Saturday October 1Luciana Souza Trio in
the Quick Center at 8
pm to start off the Jazz
Series.
Sunday October 2Tie-Dye Carnival outside
the BCC from 1pm to 3
pm.

Mirror Meeting- 7:00 pjm.

CLASSIFIEDS

Every Wednesday

Go to www.fairfieldmirror.com to place your ad for as low as $10!

Lower BCC
Free Pizza
Bring a Friend

PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED. The Photography
Editors are looking for students interested in
taking pictures. Minimal experience required.
Contact one of the Photography Editors for
more information at info@fairfieldmirror.com

WANT TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED?

Story Deadline 6 p.m. Sunday

CORRECTIONS BOX

EMAIL
ADVERTISING®
FAIRFIELDMIRROR.
COM

WRITERS WANTED. Section editors are looking
for students to write on a weekly basis. Email
Executive Editor info@fairfieldmirror.com

Week of September 21 st, 2011
Writer Maggie Andrews should be
Maggie Andrew.
Writer Eve Speiter should be Eve

Seiter.
We apologize for the misspellings.

See an error? email info@fairfieldmirror.com

In
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"Hook-Up"

Georgia Southern University

writers and make them go out and

family history and then German

before this and I'm excited to first

research and do things and that's
always really fun-to take people

history. And then, the second book
is "Cover Me," a health insurance

one dating is outdated, especially

who have been brooding on their

memoir. So I'm really interested in

on a college campus. I think the

program and a smaller school

own experience and say "Ok, now

t idea of trying to tell the same life

kids who completed this assign-

where I can actually work close

go out and observe something

story in different ways depending

ment lied about the outcome." But,

and write about it." I really love the

on your life focus. That's a really

some students retain hope that

professor here at Fairfield Univer-

to students. And I'm very happy
that there's a literary journal and

overlap between journalism and

interesting question of whether the

this method may gain popularity,

sity. Huber received her masters

a focus on learning the craft and

creative non-fiction. I don't know

memoir is the essence of creative

with Monahan admitting,"! would

in Public Interest Journalism from

also learning what to do with it. All

if it'll be the spring, it might be

non-fiction. I think no. I think the

love to be asked out on this kind

Ohio State University, and her

those things are really good.

next spring.

essence of creative non-fiction is

of date."

BY GABRIELLA TUTINO
EXECUTIVE EDITOR

Meet Sonya Huber. She's a
Buddhist, is married with one
son, has written two memoirs,
uses Twitter and is a new assistant

favorite genre to write is creative
non-fiction.

come to a place that has both
a graduate and undergraduate

Q: Are you excited about the
Dogwoods Project?
A: I am. I'm doing a bunch of

Q: You're doing the literary

trying to tell your own story and

CONTINUTED FROM PG. 1

There are obvious benefits to

magazine and teaching World of

engage with the rest of the world

Cronin's insistence on reviving the

Publishing, but is your field more

at the same time. So like, I can't

tried-and-true model of dating.

it every day. The thing I'm playing

in creative non-fiction writing?

commit. I like using research in my

She recently shared a lunch with

teacher here, are you excited to

around with recently is to try and

A:That's my main. I stared

work too.

a former student, who she expects

be at Fairfield?

figure out how, for the next issue,

out as a poet when I was in grade

to get it on Kindle and e-pubs, so

school, wrote bad poetry. I was

think is the hardest thing about

guy she first worked up the cour-

we can sell it that way

into fiction for a long time while I

publishing, or at least being

and also have it as a

was also doing journalism for my

published?

age to ask on a date for Cronin's
class. He later admitted that he

print copy. But I'm just

day job. When I was thinking about

really excited to talk

going to grad school, I said I had

with students about

this novel I want to write...wrote a

the submissions. It's a

The Mirror: You're a new

Sonya Huber: Yes. I was at

Q: So then, what do you

A: I think for advising students

will soon become engaged to the

would never have had the nerve

and also for teachers and people
who have been in the business

to ask his future fiancee out, if she

for a while, the fact that things are

Cronin's encouragement.

great learning experi-

really bad novel. At the same time
I was taking a non-fiction class as

changing so rapidly means that

While the inclusion of Fair-

ence; there is no better

a continuing ed. student and the

I often don't even know what to

field students'opinions on a list

had not first initiated the date at

learning experience for

faculty member who befriended

tell students what direction to go

of the types of hook-ups may not

writers than to see what

me and took me under his wing

into. I think you know as a field,

be found in the University's press

other people are writing.

said "Well, why don't you apply in

say journalism as one example

releases, the excellence of a few

nonfiction."The more I took his

and book publishing as another

of our students in defining our

favorite course to teach

classes, the more I fell in love with

example, there's so much change

current culture has strengthened

that you have taught

the genre. I still do a little fiction

that it's hard to know how to adapt

Cronin's resolve for students to

or are hoping to teach

from time to time but non-fiction

your writing to those new outlets. I

here?

is my thing.

can go on forever about this.

ask someone out on a real date.
Just don't end your date with

Q: What is your

A: Well I teach
creative non-fiction
which I love.There's an

Q: You wrote a memoir,"Opa
Nobody." Obviously the memoir
is in the category of non-fiction,

advanced non-fiction

but do you think the memoir is

that I think will beliter-

the essence of creative non-

GabriellaTutino/The Mirror ary journalism and I
New Professor Sonya Huber in her office. love that because you
get to take creative

a high-five - the tragic mistake

Check out Professor Huber's
website for more information
about her life and her
writings:

made by one of Cronin's students
- who was thankfully graded for
completion, not overall success.
Fairfield students better start practicing the social skills that come

fiction?
A: First, "Opa Nobody" is a
piece of my life but then it's also

www.sonyahuber.com

with the resurrection of actuaf
dating.

"Tfte 'hfauti T>o(vhin
offers everything you
coufdwant in ayizza
yface and more, ^fkexj
have the dosest thing
to *hfew York Tizza in
Tairfieid"
Fairfield Train Station
Northbound Side
FREE DELIVERY

-THE MIRROR, BEST OF FAIRFIELD.
BEST PIZZA. DECEMBER 2000.
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Resume

.

Fairfield Teacher's Heart
for Science Pays Off

CONTINUTED FROM PG. 3
Because five seconds is such
a small window of time, Borgman
gave the following tips for a clear,

BY EMILY KERT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Students who may be at Fairfield

one-on-one with Phelan in sessions
specifically designed to help them get
into college and choose a science-

• Begin with name, e-mail
address, phone number, Fairfield

related career. Phelan told the Fairfield

University, major, month and year of
graduation at the top of the page.

University in the summer should be

Daily that she hopes the program will

sure to keep an eye out for some new

allow"a significant experience that

faces in Bannow from now on. Begin-

will excite and inform students about

periences that will tell the future
employer what skills you have and

ning in 2007, the annual Broadening

the process and promise of science."
She also views the camp as a com-

how you used those skills.This is

Camp has been allowing a group of

munity, which encourages its students

where you insert job and intern-

female high school students from

"to pursue science and health career

ship dates, as well as an explana-

Bridgeport's public schools to attend

paths that will address public health

tion of what skills you applied

Fairfield University for a two-week

issues,"according to the Daily.

there.
• Action words and the use of

Phelan and other individuals

The program was started by Dr.

involved in making the camp a pos-

key words are very important so

sibility look forward to being able to

your resume positions your abili-

and Health Sciences at Fairfield Uni-

continue to allow female scientists

ties as the kind that are transfer-

versity. While at Fairfield, the campers

the opportunity to pursue their

able, meaning that your skills can

work with other University professors

passions.

Shelley A. Phelan, professor of Biology

be applied to almost any line of
work.

on various research projects related

• Do not rely on resume tem-

to biology, chemistry, biochemistry,

plates found online, they can be

neuroscience, psychology, math and
Danica Ceballos/Associate News Editor

difficult to modify when updating

engineering.
"We are thrilled to be able to

your resume.

expand this program, and offer it to a

Signs

CONTINUTED FROM PG. 1

• A resume must have ex-

Access to Science Education (BASE)

science program.

Like many other signs, the one in front of Dolan states the obvious.

functional resume.

• Do not rely on spell check.

new group of students each year for

Words can be spelled correctly

the next five years," Phelan said.

but not taken in the right context.
Read it and have a friend read it...

Phelan first began the annual

just not after going to the Grape.

as to why the University is taking all of

budget reflects longer-term investments

summer camp at Fairfield Univer-

these new beauty initiatives during a

or expenses in things such as the physical

sity as a way to give young, female

recession, but Reed explained how there

plant (buildings and grounds), equip-

scientists like herself the opportunity

grades or your work experience.

were two budgets: an operating budget

ment, [and] IT infrastructure"

to pursue their scientific interests.

They will find out one way or the

Because of a grant from the National

other.

and a capital budget

Though people are lamenting

'The operating budget reflects all

• Do not embellish your

• Using colorful inks or papers

the cuts that have taken place in

Institutes of Health, the program will

of the revenues and expenses associated

such academic departments like

now be able to run for another five

will get you noticed but not neces-

with the regular operation ofthe University on an annual basis-revenues from

Music, Reed noted that this was all

years, allowing young girls to continue

sarily in a good way.

in the master plan.The question

to pursue various careers in science.

tuition, room and board, gifts, investment

now becomes if the master plan is

returns," Reed explained/The capital

worth the expense.

In addition to working on intensive research projects, the girls work

ffec1
m

•Do not put pictures on your
Contributed Photo/Fairfield website
Dr. Shelley A. Phelan

resume. Save them for Facebook
or Linkedln.

IA

V"*0Lt>E>

% 1 UL

2 Unquovtra P/dce, Fairfield, €ZT 2Q3-292-&25 1
for hours, reservations Si our entertainment schedule
including live music, visit wM^v.ferlrffe/cispot.com
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Colds in the Heat

Concert
Confusion
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Executive Editor

Charlotte Adinolfi|

Managing Editor

Martin 0'Sullivan|

Opinion Editor

The supposed highlights of a year at college
are the concerts. Maybe it's
the lack of quality music
nowadays, lack of interest
• or lack of budget, but why
does it seem like Fairfield
always fails when it comes
to the fall concert?
How does Sacred Heart
pull such big names but we
can't?They've had Maroon
5,The Fray and Kid Cudi,
just to name a few recent
acts. They're in the same
town as us, they're about
the same size as us, yet
they pull off huge shows
that draw big crowds from
outside of their campus
-why can't we do the same
thing?
It seems like students
are always traveling to
other schools to go see the
concerts featuring artists
they actually like - and
would pay and travel to
see.
We understand that it's
hard to pinpoint the music
interests of the student
body, but you would think
that with students running
such events they would
know or have a decent
input of which artists to
bring in.
If FUSA didn't want to
catch as much criticism,
maybe they could have
sent a poll to students with
potential artists. So even if
they didn't like the headliner, at least the student
body would have had a
say.
And also - having the
concert on Halloween
weekend? Encouraging us
to dress up in our Halloween costumes.. .really?
We're definitely not going
to be enjoying rocking out
at a massive dance party if
some girl next to us is trying to be a Greek goddess
and the dude next to us is
attempting to be Top Gun
guy. Halloween is skanky
enough as it is - add in
dancing with the girl in the
barely-there Greek goddess outfit.. .it could get
ugly.. .fast. She could lose
that toga faster than you
can say"Like a G6".. .just
saying.
The Mirror
welcomes the opinions and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by email at
info@
feirfieldminor.com
or
Box
AA
All letters to the editor that are appropriate
will be published either in print or online.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content, length and
grammatical error. Letters should be free
of obscenities and personal attacks, and
should contain correct and factual information not exceeding 500 words.

• A lot of JohnMalkovich movies on Netflix
Instant Play... catch up
before he gets here!

• Fall concert headliner
is not Sean Kingston.
Vincent Ferrer/The Mirror
Don't you think it's a little early in the year for the infamous cold to be spreading around campus?
Have an opinion? Send it to opinion@fairfieldmirror.com.

The Inflation of Education
BY CAROLINE EMHARDT

buying the textbook." She noted

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

that when preparing for big tests,

been using due to the rise in pric-

class notes alone are not compre-

es. At Swoopthat.com, there is a

college students nationwide have

hensive enough; it is helpful to

2300-school database, in which

textbooks? You're not alone.

be able to reference back to the

Fairfield is included. Customers

Although Fairfield is already a

textbook.

plug in their college name and

few weeks into the fall semester,

Many students waited until
they got to campus to utilize the

courses, and then the site saves

Still haven't bought your

the fact that some students are

bookstore due to its convenience.
In doing so, they were passing up
on finding possibly better prices

college campuses. According to a

at online sites like Chegg and

online retailers have the best
price for each required book. It is
just one of many options online
that helps cut costs when pos-

recent national online poll, seven

Amazon. Victoria Pirrello '14 said

sible. Current college students

in ten college students no longer
buy the entirety of their required

students in the nursing program

have grown up entirely in the

had to buy one textbook package

internet age, and teaching styles

textbooks.
The New York Times recently

that cost $370 alone. Monica Ya-

are adapting to better fit our

jima '14 is one of many students

published an article entitled "The

who has decided to split the cost

generation. Accelerated Statistics
(MA217) is implementing new in-

Bucks Guide to Finding Cheap

of a textbook for a course she is

ternet tutorials and assignments

Textbooks: 3rd Edition," publi-

taking with a friend by using one

more frequently. Often when

cizing a "Textbook Rebellion"

text between the two of them. It

professors use the textbook, they

tour campaigning around the

has also become popular to wait

also have a powerpoint in class

country aimed to raise awareness

a few weeks into the semester to

summarizing key points. Sev-

about escalating book prices and

decide how imperative it is to buy

eral Introduction to Accounting

cheaper alternatives. According

the textbook for a given course.

(AC11 and AC12) sections in the

Students, parents, and the

Dolan School of Business utilize

Research Group (Student PIRGs),

Student PIRG have joined togeth-

power points during class to con-

textbook prices have increased 22

er to bring a campaign to many

nect the lecture to the textbook.

percent over the last four years more than four times the rate of

campuses. A mascot entitled
"Textbook Rebel"fights the "Mr.

responding to the recent hikes in

inflation.

$200 Textbook" mascot, followed

Dr. Patricia Behre of the

by the circulation of a student

• Pres Ball this weekend!

you time by searching which

still deciding whether or not
to purchase certain textbooks
illustrates a new trend sweeping

to the Student Public Interest

• LGBTQ History Month
starts on Saturday.

• John T. got candy...

• Constant grass cutting causing crazy
allergies.

People nationwide are
textbook pricing. The Textbook
Rebellion campaign, and sites

History department recognizes

signed petition to raise awareness

like Swoopthat.com, did not exist

that in an ideal world, text-

and influence prices. Besides

a few years ago. College students

books would be less expensive
and more frequently utilized.

wanting to spend less, the group

are hoping to bring change to the

also advocates for professors to

textbook industry, and with grow-

Although students can get away

choose "open textbooks," which

ing discontent among customers,

with not purchasing course

results may be in the near future.

materials in some classes, her

are free for students to read online. There are other price-saving

students "cannot do well without

options on the Internet that

• R.E.M. broke up after
31 years.

• Funding cut to the
music program.

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLES:

"I like them, but not enough that I
want to see them live."
" Melanie Cannon '12 on Far East Movement as the Fall Concert headliner,
See Story pg. 1

• Temperature flucuations making sure you
have no idea what to
wear in the morning.

•...but John T. did
not get sour gummy
worms.
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Fighting Fire With Fire
BY

MARY KATE MCCORMICK
STAFF WRITER

Supreme Court. Unfortunately for

tice of capital punishment is

him, no changes were made in

"unjust and outdated." Stephanie

Jimmy Carter's statement, saying,

Think about it this way: If

conviction.

Ferriera, a senior accounting stu-

"It was a national shame that the

you wouldn't rape a rapist, why
would you murder a murderer?

Dydzuhn continued to echo

the same?

dent described the death penalty

execution continued without

well-known international celebri-

as "archaic," and although she

substantial evidence and if I go to

say his last words as prison guards

ties, such as former president

had only recently heard about the

law school, I hope to do a death

inject a lethal dose of poison. The

Jimmy Carter and Pope Benedict

Davis case, she stated that "she

penalty clinic doing pro-bono

killer's face contorts in pain and

XVI, as well as human rights

has never really believed in the

work to help those who believe

Steven Woods

within minutes, human life is

groups and a large portion of the

death penalty in any situation."

they are wrongfully convicted on

-31, white, male

extinguished. Now imagine that

American public.
According to The Washington

death row."

- killed by lethal injection on Sep-

said without hesitation that she

Post, Jimmy Carter once said, "If

was against the death penalty

However, one sophomore
criminal justice major student

tember 13,2011
- convicted of killing a man and a

one of our fellow citizens can be

who wished to remain anony-

woman using a .380 caliber pistol, a

mous stated/The law is the law

.45 caliber pistol, and a knife

and Davis wouldn't have been

- pleaded guilty

Imagine seeing a murderer
strapped to a gurney, struggling to

person was innocent.
This may be the case for

Davis gained the support of

Similarly, Jessica Parlon '12

Georgia native who was convicted

executed with so much doubt sur-

and that there "seemed to be a lot
of reasonable doubt in the Troy

of murdering a police officer in

rounding his guilt, then the death

Davis trial."

1989 and who was subsequently

penalty system in our country is

executed this past Wednesday.

unjust and outdated."

the late Troy Anthony Davis, a

Caitlin Dydzuhn '12 said,
"I am against the death penalty

Exectutions in September 2011

convicted if there wasn't tons of
evidence against him. Every case

because I think people should

has doubt, but that doesn't mean

Troy Davis

interest, as there was substantial

whether or not Troy Davis was

always be given the opportunity

that everyone is innocent."

-41, black, male

doubt surrounding Davis'case.

guilt, but the attention around

to change, and even if they won't

He claimed innocence until his
last moments of life.

the case sheds light on the larger

change, then life behind prison to

issue of the death penalty in 2011.

me is a worse

tember 21,2011
that there must be another way to - convicted of killing a police officei

punish-

punish criminals.

the leaders and lawmakers of

When asked, Fairfield students
had strong convictions on the

tomorrow. Examining the details

topic, many siding with Jimmy

of Davis'case as well as explor-

Carter.

The case has sparked national

As college students, we are

America may never know

Although student opinions

- pleaded innocent
Although almost every
aspect of human life has
changed over the years, it is

response to his recent execu-

Fairfield Responds

tion could give us a look into the

Although Fairfield U stu-

future of the death penalty in

dents are often accused of living

America.

inthe"FairfieldBubble"(a

curious that corporeal
punishment remains in
some parts of the US.
One would think

constant state of ignorance
Georgia
According to Georgia police
reports, Troy Davis was convicted
in 1991 of fatally shooting off-duty
police officers in a parking lot

with a .3.8 caliber handgun

Murdering a Murderer

ing the Fairfield student body

Troy Davis vsThe State of

- killed by lethal injection on Sep-

vary, most students expressed

Lawrence Brewer
- 44, white, male
- killed by lethal injection on September, 2011
- convicted of involvement in killing a man by dragging him to death

that a developed na-

on the back of a car

students interviewed said they

tion like the United

- pleaded guilty

knew something about the Troy

States would have cre-

toward current events), all 35

ated a better system for
dealing with criminals
Derrick Mason

Davis case. Seven out of the 35
students were pro-death penalty,

near a Savannah, GA Burger King,

three said that it was dependent
upon the type of murder, and

where the men worked as security

the rest thought that the death

guards. Davis was sentenced to
death, but refused to accept his
fate easily.
Throughout the twenty

penalty was wrong in any circumstance.
The majority of students
interviewed echoed Jimmy

years Davis sat on death row, he

Carter's notion that the y^r.K

now: therapy, mental
health drugs, something
to make people who have
gone wrong human again.
With all the changes in
the United States,
why does
the death

- 37, black, male
- killed by lethal injection on September 22,2011
- convicted of killing a store clerk at
short range with a gun
-pleaded guilty
Do you seethe difference?

5c.«^)l*3» penalty

pleaded with local officials, insisting that he had been wrongfully
convicted. Davis persuaded local

X*

lawmakers to re-examine and
appeal his case all the way to the

Vin Ferrer/The Mirror

Why Don't You Read the Student Handbook?
BY NICHOLAS RIZZO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The college lifestyle is not

houses, excited yet intimidated to

breaking up parties actually lead

should have read your handbook

dence Life at least one week prior

experience this new environment.

to a safer environment? During

and you would have known the

to the event." So if i decide to have

I walked into a gathering, greeted

my time here, I have seen several

rules. According to the handbook,

a live band at my townhouse next

exactly one of great stress and dif-

some people, sparked a few

fights. Where and how do these

quiet hours begin on the weekend

weekend and less than 49 people

ficulty. Attend two classes a day,

conversations, and was genuinely

fights occur? The confronta-

at midnight, and townhouses are

were in my house. Public Safety or

go to a club meeting or athletic

having a good time... for

practice, take a few naps, and

a 11 of fiteen m i n utes.

make sure you squeeze in enough

Then came the knock

time to play some games.Doesn't

on the door- "Public

sound like the real world, does it?
Well, it's not.

Safety, everyone out!"

However, it is the first time

allowed to have up to 49
„
Maybe, instead of knocking on the door of every house
with loud music and a couple kids on the porch, how
//
about being there for our actual safety?

I initially thought that
was weird, and was

-Nicholas Rizzo

RA's won't bother me? I somehow

people in them. First off,

doubt that, but I think I'll give it

there are two different

a shot.

sized townhouses, the

What's the solution to all

4-person being signifi-

this? Not have public safety regu-

cantly smaller than the

late townhouses? Certainly not.

6-person. So why is

Maybe, instead of knocking on

that we, as young adults, are

sure something bad

the maximum capacity

the door of every house with loud

given the opportunity to live on

must have happened.

at 49 for both of these

music and a couple kids on the

our own. And with this freedom

A couple years later, I've come to

tions I have seen have raised

houses? If 49 people could fit in a

porch, how about being there for

comes a new sense of responsibil-

realize that this is standard proce-

from people being kicked out of

4-person house, don't you think

our actual safety? Walk around.
If a kid is stumbling around from

ity. Socially, does Fairfield really

dure. I can honestly count on one

houses because the owner is in

that number could be raised for a

give us this freedom? And more

hand the number of on-campus

constant fear of being written up.

6-person house (which is nearly

being drunk, take him in. If large

so, is the environment created by

parties I have been to that have

Obviously, as a freshman guy, it is

twice as large)? Additionally, this

both Public Safety and the RA's

lasted over an hour.This must go

degrading to constantly be kicked

year at my townhouse, I have

groups are gathered outside
townhouses, break them up. All

really safer? Let's take a look.

on at other schools though, right?

out of houses, especially when

been approached by RA's several

I am asking for is a little more

Well, after visiting numerous oth-

you're with people you have just

weekend nights between 10 and

freedom. If you guys work with

11:30. It has only been me and my

us, we will be more than happy to

roommates in the house, yet the

work with you.
Student Handbook

Now, before i start, I realize
that many people have already

er universities, such as Scranton,

met. Additionally, I have seen

rolled their eyes, and are thinking,

Delaware, Middebury, Bucknell,

many fights occur after parties

"Just another immature kid." All I

and Rutgers, I can say that it does

were broken up and large groups

RA's have told us that our music is

ask is to continue with this article,

not. In fact, a friend I had visit

are lingering outside. People are

too loud and threatened to write

■ "Quiet Hours" are in effect in the

and if you still feel the same way

me actually laughed at our social

bored, there is no where to go,

us up. What rule did we break?

residence halls after 8 p.m. on Sundays

at the end, then you can roll your
eyes.

scene, promised to never come

everyone has had a couple beers

back, and asked how I deal with

- one person says the wrong thing

derstand in the handbook is this

and weeknights, and after midnight on
Friday adn Saturday nights, until 10

it. It has become pretty embar-

and we have a fight on our hands.

one: "Bands are permitted to play

a.m. the next morning.

Lastly, let's examine the

in the townhouses or apartment

• Students may entertain or socialize

student handbook a little. For

social lounges on Friday and

with others in townhouses and apart-

those that don't know, anytime

Saturday nights between 9 p .m.

ments on campus, provided that the
number of people in a townhouse does
not exceed 49[...j

Thinking back on my freshman year, I can vividly remember

rassing not only for me, but for a

my first night out, and my first

large majority of people here.

college party. I threw on some

Now I know I've only talked

Another rule I do not un-

khaki shorts and a button down

about "partying," so let's talk

you are written up, Public Safety

and 1 a .m., only if they request

and headed up to the town-

about actual safety factors. Does

or the RA's will tell you that you

approval by the Office of Resi-
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KCI

barbecue

field

Tom McKiver/The Mirror

Top: The Fairfield Spot, formerly
Greenhouse Grill, is on 12 Unquowa
Place, the street before the train station. Right: Wilson's BBQ on 1851
Post Road is popular for its barbeque
classics.

The Fairfield
Spot
BY MABEL DEL CASTILLO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Whether you feel like
having a girl's night
out, having lunch
with old friends or just having
an intimate dinner with your
boyfriend or girlfriend, The
Fairfield Spot seems to hit the
spot.
This restaurant, located
at 12 Unquowa Place, next
to Beach Bum Tanning and
across from Bank of America,
previously known as Greenhouse Grill, has been taken
over by new owners and is
ready to hold its ground.
The Fairfield Spot had its
grand opening this past weekend and it left its new customers with a great first impression.
Upon walking in, you
were greeted by a very friendly
staff and asked if you had any
preference on where to sit.
The restaurant was divided
into two sections with the bar
in the middle. There were tall
booths with wooden tables on
one side surrounded by glass
windows and normal wooden
tables surrounded by solid
walls on the other side.
This place is in between
casual and fancy, allowing you
to dress with just jeans-and a
top or dolled up with a skirt
and your favorite pumps.
A local band comes in
around 10 p.m. and plays blues
with different line-ups. There
is an older crowd thai usually
hangs around near the bar after dinner whilet the band is
playing.
v
Ron Hill, the rhanager,
said, "Our goal is for people to
come in and get great food not
in a stuffy environment. We
want people to come in, relax
with some friends, sit back and
have some great food."
When you are first seated
the wait staff comes over and

asks if you would like tap,
sparkling or still water. Then,
after taking your drink order
(for those of you who are 21,
I strongly suggest either the
mojitos or margaritas), you
are delivered a warm basket
of warm freshly baked dinner
rolls topped with an assorted
herb medley consisting of red
pepper flakes, oregano, thyme,
mint and basil. The bread is
accompanied with a side dish
of olive oil and rosemary for
dipping.
The atmosphere of the
restaurant gives off a feeling of
intimacy and relaxation.
The staff is very accommodating and had no problem
explaining things, asking the
chef for modifications, or answering any questions. They
wanted to make sure you had
a memorable dining experience.
Besides the regular dinner menu and wine list, they
also had a lounge menu consisting of smaller portions
such as fried calamari, nachos
or sliders that can be considered if you just want to pick at
something while you are having drinks, or don't feel like
having a big meal. A cocktail
menu should be completed
shortly.
Their appetizing menu
consists of starters, salads and
pastas, seafood, chicken, steak
and chops you are left with so
many mouth-watering choices, it is difficult to decide. For
those of you who love soup,
their choices vary from day to
day and you can either get a
cup or a bowl.
If you are in the mood for a
salad, I strongly suggest getting
the poached pear salad, which
consists of garden field greens
folded in poached pears, roasted walnuts, dried cranberry,
maytag bleu cheese, tossed
with shallots and sherry vinaigrette for $17.50. The buffalo
chicken salad is another great

choice. It consists of boneless
buffalo chicken pieces, mixed
greens, carrots, celery and bleu
cheese for $10.50.
If you feel like having a
flavorful dish of pasta, I would
definitely recommend their
Farfelle Primavera, consisting
of fresh grilled seasonal vegetables and roasted tomato
tossed with bow tie pasta and
fresh mozzarella, topped with
basil for $17.50.
There is an array of succulent chicken, steak and chops
consisting of chicken francaise,
chicken parmesan, marinated
hanger steak and center cut
pork chop, ranging from $16
to $22.50. All dinner entrees
are served with vegetables and
potato of the day.
If you are in a fishy mood
there is an assortment including yellow fin tuna, fillet of
sole, Atlantic salmon and, my
personal favorite, pan seared
arctic char, served with broccoli rabe and sweet potato
puree in a lemon butter sauce.
The price of the seafood ranged
from $22 to $24.
The presentations for
these entrees are precise and
very appealing. Overall the
prices range from $4.50 to $24.
The Fairfield Spot is open
for lunch, happy hour and dinner with entertainment.
Brittany Baker '12 said,
"Although there was a wait, the
food was definitely worth it."
Not only do they have excellent food, but a decadent
dessert menu as well, which
includes house made cheesecake, apple strudel with vanilla
bean ice cream and caramel
sauce and chilled chocolate
mousse cake.
You will walk out of The
Fairfield Spot feeling satisfied
with a pleasurable dining experience and chances are you
will crave it again.

The greatest tragedy of my life at
Fairfield University is that Wilson's
BBQ, located at 1851 Post Road, is
only open Thursday through Sunday.
Wilson's brings authentic barbecue
cuisine to Fairfield County and does not
fail to impress with its variety of barbecue classics including Texas-Style Brisket
and Sausage, Memphis and St. Louis Ribs,
Pulled Pork and some of the best hot wings
I've ever had.
Wilson's BBQ has a lot to be proud of;
it has been featured on two different Food
Network shows—"Diners, Drive-ins, and
Dives" and "Guy's Big Bite"— its sauces
have been entered into competitions (one
even winning a national award) and its pit
boss, Ed Wilson, was a member of a national championship barbecue team and
has also served as a judge for other barbecue competitions.
The menu reads like a barbecue road
map: St. Louis and Memphis Ribs, TexasStyle Brisket and Sausage, Eastern Carolina Pulled Pork Sandwich. All of the meats
are dry rubbed and smoked to perfection.
Food can be ordered in two or three meat
platters, which comes with cornbread and
two or more side dishes like mac n' cheese,
baked beans and mashed sweet potatoes.
Tim Bobbitt, manager of Wilson's and
employee of six years, gave a few recommendations for customers: "Usually when
someone walks in here and asks what I

recommend, I either say the Pulled Pork
Sandwich or the Brisket Sandwich. And
for the ribs I'd say St. Louis because it has
fat on it and gives it a little more flavor."
The St. Louis Ribs that I ordered,
upon Tim's recommendation, was a beautiful pink on the inside, a sign of true slow
cooking, and had a rich smoky flavor.
The Hot Wings at Wilson's, for which I
am a huge advocate, could possibly be the
best I've ever had. Unlike normal Buffalo
Wings, these wings are smoked first then
fried before serving. Throwing the wings
in the fryer gives the skin a nice crisp texture, but without ruining the meat, and the
hot sauce is just the right kind of spicy that
makes you sweat a little bit.
Another signature dish of Wilson's is
the Eastern Carolina Pulled Pork Sandwich. Served with coleslaw on top of the
pulled pork and covered in the awardwinning Eastern Carolina sauce, this sandwich will definitely satisfy your barbecue
cravings.
This is a favorite spot for me and my
friends and trips here usually end in an
argument over who gets the last wing or
rib.
I highly recommend this to any BBQ
lover, hot wings connoisseur, or anyone in
general. This is the perfect place to experience great barbecue food here in the north
or to pick up a large order of Hot Wings to
snack on while watching a game.
Also, a little tip for those who want to
get the freshest food, call ahead and ask
when they will be taking the meat out of
the smoker.

Give yourself a graduation gift...
Subscribe to the print edition of

km MIRROR

$35 for 22 issues (1 year)
Mail In the following form to subscribe;
Name:
Address;

Apt;

City;

State

rf6

Zip

Mail subscription requests to;
The Mirror
Box AA, Fairfield University
1073 North Benson Road
Fairfield, CT 06824
Make checks payable
to The Mirror.
Subscriptions win
start with our first
September issue
and will end
with our final issue
of the school year
in May.
Your subscription win help
continue the Mirror's growth!
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Michael Horyczun/ Falrfield Arts Publicist

Left: "In Cadence, My Children Moved," oil on canvas; 2010-2011; 36"
x 48". Top: "The Silent Waters of Beaver Pond Farm," oil on canvas;
2010-2011; 48" x 60'. Both works are now at the Quick Center.

m
BY KATIE ACOMPORA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

People are sure to be blown
away by Robyn W. Fairclough's gift of creating
beautiful colors in her "Beyond the
Rolling Fire: Paintings by Robyn W.
Fairclough" exhibit.
The exhibit has 45 paintings
and drawings, mainly of people enjoying a day at the beach, relaxing,
or deep in thought.
The paintings that hang in the

gallery were motivated by an event
that erased her work. A fire in her
Vermont studio had destroyed 35
years of her work as an artist.
Fairclough then reconstructed
her paintings in order to salvage
her vision. Her paintings have been
featured in art galleries in New York
City, Florida., Europe and can be
seen locally at the Southport Galleries.
Two things are apparent to this
gallery's attendees: the perfected
technique of using striking primary

colors and an evoked feeling of disconnect with little interaction between figures.
One painting entitled "Hearts
with One Purpose Alone" depicts a
woman in crimson red who is looking off to the side. Her torso faces
the viewer, and in the distance is a
young boy sitting on the floor with
his back to the viewer. The description of the painting gives an idea of
how the artist portrays a sense of
loneliness and disconnect.
Fairclough said that many

people view the scenario that way,
but she was not focused so much
on the storytelling of the painting
as with creating the image.
Another painting is entitled
"Season of Calm." Fairclough uses
lively hues of aqua, fiery orange,
yellow, dark blue and purple. Her
paintings have a sense of vitality
and beautifying the surroundings
rather than creating complex stories about the subjects.
Kevin Costello, a supporter of
the arts, and one attendee of the

exhibit, said, "The overall feeling of
Robyn's paintings is that of which
everyone is in an environment that
is pleasant but the figures have a
sense of aloofness about them."
Sydney Kessling '15 said, "In
each painting, the people are facing toward each other knowing that
the end is coming but don't want to
confront it."
If you are interested in seeing
Fairclough's exhibit in person, head
down to the Quick Center before
Dec. 4.

MOE
MONDAYS
ANY BURRITO, REG. D^INK, CHIPS &
SALSA FOR ONLY

NOW YOU CAN LOOK
FORWARD TO MONDAYS
FAIRFIELD
i
2267 BLACK ROCK TPK.
(BY OLD NAVY)

N

(203)873-0776
FEED THE MOEMENT

f

MOESDC.com

FREE ENTREE

ONE ENTREE GET ONE ENTREE FREE :

WITH THE PURCHASE OF AN ENTREE OF $5 99 OR MORE «
AND TWO REGULAR DRINKS

i ANY PURCHASE OF S10 OR MORE

Billboard Top 5
BY KELLY PIERCE
ASSISTANT PHOTO EDITOR

1) "Moves Like Jagger' by Maroon 5 (ft. Christina Aguil
era)
Welcome back, Maroon 5! Now, what happened to your alternative ways? The first thing I
thought of when I heard this song is: this will definitely be played at Prez Ball and everyone will
scream when it does. Clearly it's about the singer bragging about the fact that he's as awesome
as Mick Jagger. Maybe I'm in denial, but I don't know very much about Mick Jagger, and I certainly don't think of him as this man with gnarly dance moves and being an overall cool dude
(embarrassingly enough, when I think of Mick Jagger, I think of the rumors about him being
Ke$ha's father). Looking at these repetitive and weird lyrics, it seems like the singer is trying to
have sex with whomever he's singing to (shocker!) "Take me by the tongue and I'll know you,
kiss me 'til you're drunk and I'll show you all the moves like Jagger," he says.
If he needs to get a girl drunk to prove he has moves like Jagger, he's probably an arrogant
jerk looking for some a$$. Was Christina Aguilera's solo in it necessary? Probably not. I bet
Adam and Christina were backstage during The Voice and Christina was crying about how her
career is over and Adam felt bad so he let her do a song with his band. It doesn't take much to
make it to top five on Billboard, sadly enough.

2) "Someone Like You" by Adele
Adele has a good voice and writes beautiful
lyrics, so she deserves her spot at number
two. Can anyone take a wild guess as to what
this song is about? Yes! Another song about
her ex-boyfriend! In this song, she pictures
the future where her. ex has a new life but
she can't let go and still wants him back.
Her album 21 says one thing loud and clear:
Breakups Suck. Which they do... but I hope
Adele can move on and do something more
than bump up half her hair, wear a black
dress, and sing into a microphone while waving
her long fingernails around and closing her eyes,
I just don't know if I can see her as anything else
but that.
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3) "Pumped Up Kicks"
by Foster the People
I remember my friend saying that she was embarrassed to listen to this song alone because of how sick the lyrics were. Personally, I think these
lyrics are amazing. The band (full of really attractive members, might I add) is expressing their
view on children these days. Yeah, you can listen to these lyrics and think, "Oh my god, this is
about a kid who is going to kill other kids!" But is it Foster the People's fault? No... Blame the
media, blame parents, blame Disney! This song is about isolation, being an outcast, and seeing |
the world through this boy's eyes. Unfortunately, a lot of kids feel this way on the inside but no
one realizes until it's too late. Listeners shouldn't feel weird for liking this song, because clearly |
no one likes it because of the meaning; they just like the tune. And thank god people are turning over a new leaf for indie rock. Let indie take over!

4)"Party Rock Anthem" by LMFAO (ft. Lauren Bennett &
GoonRock)
I. Can't. Stand. This. Song. My friend played it for me, thinking I'd like the dance bits because
I have a soft side for techno but it didn't hit me like Pendulum did. (Pendulum Plug! Listen to
them, they are phenomenal.) Then I ti ri M|> ^^aj^l^fc. hear this song again on television as my family is watching So You Think You Can
Dance and my dad is danc
ing along. Sickening.
And THEN there are creepy
hamsters dancing
to it in those Kia car com
mercials. Enough! I
can't take it anymore!
Another song about
getting drunk and
degrading women: "One more shot
for us, another
round. Please fill up
my cup, don't
mess around. We
just wanna see
you shake it now.
Now you wanna
be, you're naked
now." How nice. I
smell a one-hit
wonder!

5) "Stereo Hearts" by Gym Class Heroes (ft. Adam Levine)
This is a cute song; I'm not going to lie. And look at Adam Levine, that lucky boy gets numbers one and five! What a guy. Okay, it's not difficult to figure out that this song compares a
man's love for a girl to a stereo: "Make me your radio, turn me up when you feel low." It reminds
me of "In My Head" by Queens of the Stone Age, which is about how the singer plays a song
when he misses his girlfriend. It's just a love song full of metaphors that are spelled out for you
to pick up on. Why is this song on the top five, in my opinion? The chorus. Adam Levine has
a beautiful voice and the chorus has a good beat, which makes it easy to listen to and to sing
along to. I still don't really understand the popularity around Gym Class Heroes, but whatever,
they are doing is right-- for now, at least.
Contributed Photos

WPI
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
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Redefining "Comm.Unity"
for Communication majors, the officers of the club make it
extremely clear Comm.Unity is open to all students of every
major.
"It's for everyone, not just for Comm majors," reassures
Fogelstorm. "It helps in interviews and getting a job all together. This club is a great opportunity to expand your re-

cussions with professionals, grad students and alumni who
have gone into the communication field," says Fontanello.
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
"We also plan on having workshops on PowerPoint, Microsoft Word and guest lecturers. We will include mock interviews, help revise resumes and practice public speaking."
Gathered around a table, Jessica Fontanello '12,
"We plan on hopefully having successful businessmen
Christie Fogelstorm '12, Chelsea Paand professional companies come to talk
bon '12 and Nicole Laskowski '12
about what they're looking for in interns
worked feverishly on a poster to hang in the
and in prospective employees. We want
upper level BCC in order to promote the
them to discuss what companies look for in
upcoming meeting of the on campus club
interviews, what to wear and how to speak,"
known as "Comm.Unity."
adds Fogelstorm. "It's not meant to be se"I have high hopes for this club," said
rious, though. We want the meetings to be
current president Fontanello. "I want Comm.
fun as well."
Unity to be extremely well known. I want it
Each of them is taking an initiative by
to be beneficial for everyone on campus."
doing their part to support the club. They
While the club has existed for some time,
are working together just as their name
it has not had a huge following in previous
states: as a community.
years and has not had much recognition, un"We intend to take a more hands-on
like other clubs. "I've always known Comm.
approach. We plan to dorm storm and get
Unity but I've never seen much advertiseadvertised in the Mirror," says Pabon. "We
ment," said Pabon. "I didn't know what the
were all given titles but no individual part
club entailed or when they even met."
is bigger than another. We are a team. We
Comm.Unity is one of Fairfield Uniare a community."
versity's numerous clubs on campus and as
It's clear they plan on making Comm.
the name hints, its main focus is, yes, you
Unity one of the most valuable and perhaps
guessed it, to communicate. The club will
most essential clubs at Fairfield University.
focus on providing assets and tools for stuThey hope to graduate knowing they left
dents entering the work force.
Samantha Santana/The Mirror behind a huge asset to students who wish
"Comm.Unity is a resource, an outlet A sign for Comm.Unity, a club that hopes to help students enhance their career goals.
to better themselves.
for students to gain experience for life after
Comm.Unity's first meeting will be
graduation via workshops, internships, etc," said Fontanel- sume and network."
held in the lower level BCC on Wednesday Sept. 28 at 7:30
lo. "It's for students to get a better understanding of the job
"Communication is a skill not limited to specific ma- p.m. All students of every major are welcome.
field. We want people to know how to communicate. I want jors. You need it for all occupations," adds Laskowski. "You
"People say college is the best four years of your life,"
that to be the main take away."
need to be able to communicate for all occupations."
said Pabon, "I just want to make sure Comm.Unity is a part
"We want to help people. We want students to learn
As the officers sat around talking to each other, they be- of that."
from each other," added Laskowski.
gan to strategize and discuss potential plans and activities
While the name may suggest the club is designed just for the upcoming semester. "We plan on having panel disBY SAMANTHA SANTANA

"Drive" receives rave reviews
Festival this year as he, along with cinematography
genius Newton Thomas Sigel, deliver a near perfect
movie.
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
For an action movie you might expect high octane shoot outs, shape-shifting alien robots and CGI
Everyone. Must. See. Drive.
This movie draws you in slowly--you don't know explosions, but "Drive," thankfully, has none of these.
what you're getting yourself into—and begins to get . "Drive" is grounded in reality, it's characters are real
you attached to the characters: the stoic unnamed people and the violence gives it true grit that not
"Driver" the fragile and tragic Irene, and her husband many films can attain.
The film, however, might alienate some casual
and ex-con Standard.
However, when a pawn shop robbery goes bad, movie goers with a plot that's slow to develop, very
this movie pounces into action and starts a chain re- little dialogue (Gosling only utters around forty lines
action of violence that shakes up the characters' lives throughout the movie), periods of silence and unabashed violence.
worse than a Los Angeles earthquake.
If you can get past that, you'll find a real gem of
Driver is the knight, protecting Irene the damsel
in distress from Nino, the ruthless crime lord; and the a movie that will provide a great relief from the sea of
astounding cinematography, minimalist soundtrack stale and uninteresting movies that Hollywood keeps
and creative use of slow motion sequences makes throwing our way.
you feel like you're in a dream.
Set in LA. this film follows a man with no name
"Driver," reminiscent of Sergio Leone's Spaghetti
Westerns. A stunt driver and garage mechanic by
day, he moonlights as a wheelman for the LA crime
scene by night. Driver and his neighbor Irene begin
to develop a romantic relationship, but after a week
of courtship, her husband Standard is released from
jail and returns home.
Immediately, people from Standard's criminal
past show up demanding protection money owed
before prison and threaten Standard and his family.
Driver steps in and offers his service to help Standard
get the money.
The cast—featuring Carey Mulligan, Ron Perlman, Ryan Gosling, Bryan Cranston and Albert
Brooks—does an outstanding job and gives so many
levels to each character. After seeing this film, it's
hard to believe that Ryan Gosling is the same actor
that starred in "The Notebook."
His character, both extremely violent and childishly naive, stoic and capable of deep emotions,
drives the movie and keeps the audience guessing
Contributed Photo
about his true nature.
It's no wonder that Swedish director Nicolas Ryan Gosling stars in this slow-paced, but dark and characRefn was able to garner Best Director at Cannes Film ter-driven movie called "Drive."
BY RICHARD O'CONNOR

Contributed Photo
"The Mountain," by TSO Photography can be found online at http://
vimeo. com/22439234

Don't take life too seriously
BY KEVIN GREENER
VINE COLUMNIST

If you search on the web for
"The Mountain," you will find,
modestly perched atop advertisements for radio stations, youth
camps, and ski resorts, a humbling
three minute and eight second video
that will make you rethink the way
you live your life.
TSO Photography's masterpiece
is an illuminating time-lapse video
set on the peak of El Tiede, Spain's
highest mountain. It is a trreathtakingly beautiful location for viewing
the stars and galaxies that sparkle in
the night sky, invisible to our urban
eyes. Without the distraction of nearby insomniac cities and college campuses, everything slows- fb a crawl.
The gentle touch ot the mountain
breeze and the fres$i air engulf your
finer senses, while your eyes are left
free to roam the heavens. ~~
If there is a supernatural heaven, it has much work to do to top the
natural beauty of "The Mountain."
When you watch the video, give
it the full attention it deserves - in full
screen and HD, with the volume up.
In the minutes following the conclusion of "The Mountain," you will not

be able to worry about your homework, or that upcoming test, or, more
realistically, getting into a good party
this weekend.
The video will violently drag you
back to reality: you live on a wet rock
tumbling through space. You are one
person out of seven billion on one
planet out of eight in one star system
of one hundred billion stars in one
galaxy of one hundred billion galaxies.
That being said, you are the only
"you," so you better make use of your
short time alive. But how? Everyone
lives at the center of their own universe.
About a minute in to "The Mountain" you start to realize that the stars
aren't moving across the sky, but
quite the opposite; you are the one
moving. A scene like that will not so
subtly let you know that you are not
the center of the universe.
Statistically, you barely exist at
all.
So stop looking down when
you're walking from class to class to
see if you'll stub your toe. Look up
and see who is around you. Smile,
wave, or - God forbid - say "hi."
What's the worst that can happen,
you stub your toe? Big deal, you've
got nine more.

JJ
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'Pan Am" on ABC has received rave reviews and a great number of viewers on its premiere.

BY ANNEMARIE VEIRA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

gg T^an A™" from ABC premiered last night, and I
have to say I was surprised.
-L
"Pan Am" initially had mixed reviews when
it was scheduled for its release this fall. Some were ready to
boycott the show because of the negative connotations that
are associated with Pan Am flight attendants; much of the
previews show the beautiful women, traveling all over the
world and seducing various types of men.
However, in real life, the Pan Am flight attendants were
more than pretty faces. As depicted in the television show,

Di

the Pan Am flight attendants were required to stay at a certain
weight, keep the uniform spotless and memorize their handbook, which included knowing how to prepare and serve a
seven-course meal and how to properly address any dignitary.
The Pan Am airline during the 60s participated in everything from the Vietnam Baby Lift to transporting soldiers
from the U.S. to Spain where they would then continue on to
go fight in the Vietnam War.
Pan Am was also involved in rescuing exiles from foreign
countries including the Middle East.
The show follows a particular crew of women and their
pilots. The four main women are Maggie (Ricci), Kate (Garner), Laura (Robbie) and Colette (Vanasse). Maggie is a smart
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and fairly intelligent woman who wants to change the world
by being in it.
Kate, Laura's sister, wants to break the traditional values of the time period—which was being a homemaker who
raises her kids in the American dream home. She becomes
a flight attendant to get away from that life and have a bit of
an adventure. Because she was the disobedient daughter, her
family treated her poorly compared to Laura, who was considered to be a proper lady, wanting to get married and have
children.
However, we learn in the pilot that Laura runs away on
her wedding day because she couldn't see herself living up to
the stereotypical expectations of the traditional ideas.
We also see that Kate is now working with the government as a spy thanks to a referral from former crew member
Bridget, who we don't see too much of in the pilot other than
being formally involved with Dean, the pilot of the crew.
As for Colette, she just has dreams of seeing the world
and eventually falling in love with a man and living happily
ever after. For these women, getting engaged means leaving
their positions at Pan Am; so they try not to get too involved
with anyone.
During their layover in Paris, Tom, the co-pilot, commented to Dean, "They don't know that they're a new breed
of woman." The truth is: he's right.
The women of Pan Am were groundbreakers for not following the traditional American ideology of what a woman
should be, especially in the 60s.
The show is a good representation of that thus far, because it's showing a little bit of what these women had to deal
with from day to day on their jobs.
The real question is: will the series last?
When it comes to the ratings game, "Pan Am" opened
strong on Sunday with 10.5 million viewers, with 3.1 million
viewers under the age of fifty. The coolest thing is that "Desperate Housewives," which premiered its final season, only
opened to 9.3 million viewers, which means that 1.2 million
people planned on tuning into "Pan Am" without the need of
"Desperate Housewives."
The series definitely has what it takes to make itself a new
Sunday night fixture. You can catch up on "Pan Am" pilot episode on Friday Sept. 30 at 9 p.m. on ABC. Catch "Pan Am" in
its regular timeslot on Sundays at 10 p.m.
And don't forget, hit up the Mirror's online comment
section for the article and tell me what you think!

Fairfieid University's Fail 2011

Career Fair
Connect with employers about job
and internship opportunities!

Thursday, September 29
11 a.m.-3 p.m.
The Lestie C. Quick Jr. Recreation Complex
(adjacent to Alumni Hall)

^fSuittracommeiKted
ABring lots of rdsumfts and your StagCard
For a list of companies please refer to the
Career PlanningCenter Wet erte: www.fairf ield
For more information, call the
Career PlatiningCenterat (20$ 2544081.
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Friday, September 30, 2011 at 8 p.m.
Bellarmine Lawn
Semi-formal attire
Wear white to finite in the dark
Tickets/wristbands will be available for
$15 per student
beginning Monday, September 19
at the Information Desk
located in the John A. Bar one Campus Center.

Tickets/wristbands are limited and will be
offered on a first-come, first-served basis.
«

Wristbands must be worn to enter the dance or a replacement
wristband will need to be purchased at that time.
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Joe McConville

Packing On the Pounds

Have you ever been on a tour of Fairfield

skill that turns even the healthiest things into

So we've all heard of the Freshman 15

Megan Forbes
though, you'll be instantly addicted, prob-

University? One thing they don't show you

fatty nightmares. I've walked in there and

And now is the time we're probably start-

is the graveyard in the basement of the Rec

seen things like fried broccoli gracing the

ing to see it on the scales. When I was a

meal, #addictedtoicecream. Sometimes, I

Plex. If you go to the gym a lot you realize

platters. The new way they've cooked their

freshman, I was mostly afraid of gaining

try to be a good person and eat the grilled

ably consuming two servings of it at each

how disgusting it is. For those of you who

fries is almost dangerously tasty. Preventing

weight at college, since 15 pounds can

chicken... but that doesn't end well.

don't, it's basically a pile of rusting equip-

myself from eating only fries at every meal is

be seen very clearly on a girl that's under

Of course, it needs to be smothered in

ment thrown into a dungeon. A literal

my hardest challenge when I walk in.

5-feet tall. So, I headed to the gym.

ketchup or BBQ sauce, which once again,

I remember my first venture into the Rec

defeats the purpose.

dungeon. Everything you touch is covered in

Eating well is just a matter of picking

Plex.I didn't know I needed to swipe in

a thick layer of orange dust that covers your

healthy food and then dousing it in sauce.

hands. It's so bad that tour guides for the

Chicken breasts are high in protein yet totally

at the desk, so I must have looked like a

In high school, I played so many sports,

University are told to not take tours down to

bland unless smothered in some strong

freshman as I just waltzed onto a tread-

so I was working out at least twice a day

the weight room.

sauce.
For guys, what starts as a fiercely regiment-

When you leave this excuse for a gym, a

It's difficult to stay in shape at college.

mill without swiping my StagCard. Oh

between all the games and practices. I

well.

could eat whatever I wanted, and not gain

fine orange dust will coat your clothing and

ed lifestyle of working out at the beginning of

hands, making you look like you just led

the year, quickly collapses into partying four

off my machine once I'm done using it.

here, it's not so easy. On a rainy day, no

genocide against a tribe of Oompa Loompas.

days out of the week. As flab begins to grow,

There's always that sweaty guy at the gym

one says, "I can't wait to walk to the gym!"

I'm a clean person, so of course I clean

a pound. Now, since I don't play a sport

Forget spray tanning, just go down to the

so does denial. No matter how you angle the

that doesn't clean off the bike seat after

No. All you want to do is lay in bed with a

weight room and roll around on the floor

light and flex, that impressive six-pack you

he's been on it for 20 minutes. Talk about

carton of Ben and Jerry's. But, it's a com-

for a bit. Instant orange glow. You may feel

acquired after the summer of landscaping

disgusting.

mitment to ourselves to go to the gym.

accomplished with your workout, but most

quickly becomes an impressive keg.

likely you'll feel as if you're experiencing

Setting aside time out of my schedule that

Sometimes I like to go in the weight-

Hey, a girl's gotta do what a girl's gotta do

room. I always get weird looks for this. But

to fit in little black dresses for townhouse

your own walk of shame. A sweaty, orange,

isn't already assigned to sleeping, home-

it's like a dungeon in there. And the rust

parties, right? So yes, I'll be that girl walk-

exhausted walk; really no different than a

work or eating makes finding time to trek

always comes off on your hands when you

ing to the Rec Plex in a monsoon, judge

typical weekend at Fairfield. Remember to

to the gym even more challenging. I can

use the weights. Not my favorite place to

me.

stop by the health center for a tetanus shot

only imagine this becoming more and more

be. Fairfield, we need a new weight-room!

afterwards!

difficult as the weather gets colder. Nothing

Barone food doesn't really help the

No matter how we look at it, whether
with homework, studying, or staying in

like donning a Himalayan climbing snowsuit

cause of trying to keep the food-baby at

shape, we're all just here working for the

jeans and black dresses will be traded in

to have to trudge through the snow to get to

bay. Bring me to fried ravioli night, and

weekend, in the famous words of iPhone

for baggy sweatpants and sweatshirts. The

work out in the dungeon. The things we do

I've probably defeated the purpose of my

Guy. And isn't that the way college is sup-

Freshman 15 is almost a rite of passage for

to look good.

workouts for the past week. It's impos-

posed to be?

As the first semester progresses, skinny

sible to not eat ten of them. So delicious.

incoming college students. Consistently
consuming the greasy food of Barone is

-Sent from my iPhone

unforgiving. They have an unbelievably good

So unhealthy. And, that cake-batter

-Sent from my BlackBerry

ice cream?! It's AMAZING. Don't try it

Stag Photo Hunt

Your next steps begin
at Fordham University.
Fordham can start you on the road to a successful and
rewarding career with master's, doctoral and professional
diploma programs designed to jumpstart your future.
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Our Graduate School of Education areas of study include:
• Curriculum and Teaching
■ Educational Leadership, Administration and Policy
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//THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
THE WEEK THAT WAS IN FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS

Sports Shorts

What To Watch For
Wednesday- No games

Women's Volleyball-The Stags picked up
their second consecutive MAAC win, defeating Siena in 3-2. Senior Lauren Balmert notched a career high 22 digs, while
Brianna Dixion had 18 kills, including the
800th of her career.

Thursday - Women's Tennis hosts Manhattan at 3 p.m.
Friday- Field hockey travels to take on 12th ranked New
Hampshire at 3 p.m.
Saturday - Women's Volleyball hosts Siena at 7 p.m.

Men's Soccer - This past Friday, the
Stags traveled to New Haven where they
defeated Yale 1-0, on a corner kick by
sophomore John Clements. Junior Goalkeeper Michael O'Keeffe nabbed five
saves for the Stags.

*

\^ 3
Tatty

Men's Tennis - Fairfield dominated Rider
in their conference opener, cruising to a 7-0
victory. Over the weekend Joe Michalson
notched his 141st career victory tying the
all-time record for career wins.

Men's Golf - The Stags shot an opening
round score of 319 at the Hartford Hawk
invitational, and is currently in 15th place.
Junior Scott Rainaud shot an opening
round 74 and is in 19th place after the first
18 holes.

Sunday - Women's Soccer hosts Marist at 1 p.m.
Monday - Women's Golf competes in the ECAC tournament.
Tuesday-Women's Soccer travels to Cambridge to face Harvard at 3 p.m.

BY THE NUMBERS

800

3

141

Volleyball
Three of the next Career victories
player Brianna five opponents for for senior tennis
Dixion notched the field hockey
player Joe Miteam are ranked
her 800th
chelson,tieing
career kill this in the national top the all-time re20.
past weekend
cord at Fairfield.
against Siena.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK

New Sports Blog

"Communication is key in defense and it makes my life, as a
goalkeeper, easier when I tell one of my defenders to pick up an
offender and they listen to me right away,"

Make sure to check out our new Sports Blog with
online-only coverage at sports.fairfieldmirror.com

- said goalkeeper Maddy Sposito, who is currently ranked
10th in the country in goals against average.

L SPORTS
Because they like to
talk... Sports.

Ozzie Guilen has
switched from the
White Sox to Marlins.
Thoughts?

Highlight match-up in
the NFL this weekend?

Far East Movement
is headling the fall
concert. Happy with the
choice?

The annual Pres Ball is
this Friday. Making an
appearance?

Who has the biggest forearms on the
Fairfield University
campus?

Only a matter of time
before he left. Always an
entertaining guy and I'm
sure he'll enjoy the best
Miami has to offer.

Patriots vs. Raiders is sure
to be an epic game. Hope
Gronkowski jumps into
the stands after scoring a
TD and takes out some of
the Raider faithful.

Sure I'll take it. Whether
it's been Sean Kingston
singing like its his last
breath or Sammy Adams,
concerts are as good a
time as you make it.

Leaning toward yes. Last
chance to attend for us
seniors and I want one
more picture with Father
Von Ar'x while I'm in fine
form.

Ted Shaw measured out at
17 inches sophmore year.
Who knows how much the
biggest Mike Ditka fan I
know has grown.

Guy got mad swag. He's

G-WOMEN going to get

Meh. Could be worse.

Of course. Like Dis-

The man, the myth, and

PWND by the Cardinals.

But unfortunately it

ney World, it's where

the legend Ted Shaw.

CONTRIBUTING

going to be more focused
on getting a tan on the

They're only 1-2, but

isn't Taylor Swift or Katy

Miami beach than getting

they've almost won. 1 <3

Perry so I'm neutral.

magic happens!
Once again, 1 apolo-

The one guy 1 know who

WRITER

wins.

Kevin Kolb.

gize beforehand.

blue. AMURICA!

IVEY SPEIGHT

gH

3x5

Your 2011 -2012 3x5 Columnists
Eric Bernsen, Ivey Speight
and John Tessitore.

bleeds red, white, and

^h

The Wizard of OZ will
JOHN TESSITORE
ASSISTANT
SPORTS EOTOR

be USSSSSURPED
from the Marlins in no
time.

Not even a question. Jets
@ Ravens, HUGE tests for
both teams with SuperBowl aspirations. NICK
folk will be the difference
maker.

I wish we could have the
Backstret boys reunion
tour at Alumi, orAVICII!
But I can deal with flying
likeaG6HUHU.

Espect a legendary picture
of your three by five boys
with the president.

Hmmm, its tough, I was
in the gym creepin and
I saw Ted Shaw, kid put
in WORK in the summer,
and his arms are comparable to Vince Wilforks.

.

Field Hockey Prepares to Capture the Moment
BY JOHN TESSITORE
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

team," said head coach Jackie Kane, who is currently in her

listen to me right away," said goalkeeper Maddy Sposito, who is

21 st year at the helm for the Stags.

currently ranked 10th in the country in goals against average.

Conference play has not been kind to the Stags since
Just three years ago, the Fairfield University field hockey
team won only 4 games and sat in the cellar of the America

Offensively, the Stags have been lead by a senior and

they joined the American East in 2007. Fairfield finished 0-5

a freshman. Senior Marit Westenberg has tallied 13 points,

in their inaugural season, followed by three consecutive 1-4

while freshman Felictas Heinen has 9 points in the early

East conference. This year, they are off to their best start in

marks in which the Stags finished in fifth place.This years'

part of this season. In addition to Westenberg and Heinen,

school history.
With a 1-0 shutout win last Friday

team is determined to change that.

Sarah Wickles has contributed five points off the bench,
while senior captain Leah Furey and

over Holy Cross, the Stags won their fifth

sophomore Christy Starsinic have

straight contest, and improved to 7-2 on

notched four points a piece.
"With a small squad, they all

the season.
"At the beginning of the season, the

contribute," said coach Kane.

V I -

four seniors [including myself] realized

The Stags have an opportunity

that we need to take Fairfield field hockey

to make some serious noise this

to another level. Not only did we want a

season. With a stretch coming up

successful team that wanted to win, but we

that includes playing three teams

wanted to become one of the best teams in

currently in the national top 20, it

the school's history," said senior goalkeep-

is crucial for Fairfield to keep the

er Caitlin O'Donnell.

momentum going.
"We always want to make the

With the win over Holy Cross, the
Stags head into conference play with

(conference) tournament. We want
to have a winning record. That

positive momentum. Field hockey is one
of the few varsity sports on campus that

would be a great accomplishment
for us,"said Kane. With arguably

does not compete in the MAAC conference. They compete in the America East

their hardest game of the year com-

I

conference, which includes perennial field

ing up on Friday at New Hampshire,

hockey powers such as New Hampshire,

the Stags can make a huge state-

Albany, Maine and Boston University, all

ment in the opening weekend of

ranked in the naional top 20. In fact, the

conference play.
Photo contributed by the Sport Information Department

America East conference is the fourth
ranked conference in Dl (division one)

The team takes in the nationa anthem before a game. The Stags are 7-2 this season as they get ready to take on UNH.

for field hockey. The Stags open up

"We want to play the entire
seventy minutes. We have to work
hard, be extremely disciplined and

conference play against defending regular season champion,
New Hampshire, who happens to be the 12th ranked team in

"This team gets down to business. They come in and
they get it done,"said coach Kane.

have some luck. We can't have any lapses, if we have a lapse
we are in trouble," said Kane.

"Having only 18 players and 3 coaches we have become

the country.
"It is important that our team continues to play our

close, very similar to a family." said O'Donnell.

game and does not become intimidated that we are entering

The Stags conference home opener is Saturday October
15th, at 1 p.m. against Maine.The Black Bears are 10-1 and

This bolstered chemistry has been translating into some

are currently ranked 17th in the nation. Fairfield will cer-

conference play. We know that we are capable of win-

of the best defensive play in the country. The Stags currently

tainly go into this game as an underdog, but the Stags have

ning and it is up to us to focus on one game at a time," said

rank 5th in the nation in goals against average, only giving

a chance to prove to the field hockey world that they are for

O'Donnell.

up an average of one goal per game. "Communication is key

real.

"It is a wonderful match-up. I'm interested to see how
our defense going to do against this very strong scoring

in defense and it makes my life, as a goalkeeper, easier when
I tell one of my defenders to pick up an offender and they

.

.

Start Your Career

Fairfield
TLTlJuiaf:

"They have to want it. They have a huge opportunity in
front of them," said Kane.
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Tough Defeat in the Heat for Men's Rugb
BY ERIC BERNSEN
SPORTS EDITOR

The Fairfield Men's Rugby
team not only faced extreme humidity during their last game on
Fairfield's Lt. Hans Grauert Field,
but also the stiffest competition
it's seen in the early part of this
season.
The Red Ruggers were narrowly defeated by the Marist Red
Foxes by a 8-5 score this past
Sunday in a game that was full of
excitement.
Although Fairfield was able
to score first thanks to a try by senior Anthony "Carlos" Raymond,
Marist responded with multiple
points in the second half and held
on for the victory.
This loss comes after two
games in which Fairfield dominated their opponents, including
a 34-5 win against Hofstra and
a 38-3 beat-down of Seton Hall.
It was clear that this match-up

Dan Leitao/The Mirror

Senior Anthony "Carlos" Raymond driving down the field with the ball against Marist this past Sunday in their hard fought 8-5 loss

against Marist was something the
team had been looking forward to

get the best of us, our team played

Marist is the best team in our di-

to," he said. "Marist is a team that

us during the games and need to

all season.

well with different guys step-

vision and we will see them again

we will hopefully see again in the

work on becoming more tech-

ping up. Our players, especially

for sure, with a different ref this
team hopefully," said senior Billy

playoffs."
a three-game road trip coming up

"This was the game our team

nically sound for the weeks to

had been waiting for, a chance to

the seniors who have set a great

face a real competitor in regular

example for the younger guys,

season play,"said senior player

have shown a strong commitment

Connors.
Coach Barnett echoed the

and FUSA president Charlie

to the program and I'm proud of

fact that Marist is a team that he

before they return home to face
William Patterson on October

Knights.

that," Barnett said.

and his team are eager to face

23rd. Although the team is off to

again after what transpired this
past Sunday.

a 2-1 start and have shown they

Despite the loss, first year
coach Matt Barnett felt there was
some positives to take away from
the game.
"Although Marist was able to

Injuries and questionable
refereeing also seemed to be
factors in the final result of the
contest.
"We played hard out there.

"In terms of the refs, they
can be bad or they can be good,
its something you have to adapt

Moving forward, Fairfield has

come," said senior Nick Hall.
As the season takes its
course, hopefully the team will
have learned from this loss.
And when those cold November days comes, they'll be

are a strong unit, there is still

ready to bring the heat against

some room for improvement.

whatever challenger they may

"We need to take better advantage of opportunities given to

face, perhaps the Red Foxes of
Marist.

Ground your higher learning
in real-world education.
Get a New York Times Digital Subscription for as low as $1.88 a week.
Now you can become a Digital Subscriber to the world's finest journalism
on your computer, smartphone or tablet at our new college rate — and save
50%. For as low as $1.88 a week, you can stay connected to the influential
news source counted on by opinion leaders in every field, across the nation.

Subscribe at the new college rate available
only at nytimes.com/CoHegeDS
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Fairfield Races to Victory
Men Finish in First Place at Leeber Invitational

Aisha FaulknerAThe Mirror

Fairfield and the other invited teams start their race at the Leeber Invitational, which took place this past weekend on Fairfield's Lessing Field. The men were able to beat eigh other teams and finish in first place

BY IVEY SPEIGHT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The race started off a bit
overcast, with the sunlight

them [captains Steve Flanagan
"Every year since we've
started, this program has
gotten better and better and
better and it's being led by the

increasing its rays through

recruits who are freshmen and

the clouds, a change that
reflects the development of

sophomores,"second overall
finisher Howie Rosas said.

the Fairfield University men's

The underclassmen

and women's cross country
programs.
The men defended

and Matt Brunelle]...They are
sensational. They are great
people. They are great leaders
and they run hard."
"They truly care about the
team," Kelley said. "It rubs off
on you as a freshmen to know
that you have a team that you

showed flashes of their potential. The men's top two finish-

working hard you can get to

know is so good... and by

ers consisted of a freshmen

where you want to be."

their championship title by

and a sophomore. Rookie

winning the Father Leeber

Connor Kelley became the first
Stag to win the event in over
ten years.

Not too long ago, it would
have been hard to believe that

Invitational, an annual race
hosted by Fairfield, by topping eight other teams. The
women's squad also took

"Connor Kelley has been

home a plaque, by finishing

out of this world," said captain
Steve Flanagan.

third overall for the second
year in a row.

the college level he could be

"It felt good," said freshmen Connor Kelley, who fin-

an elite runner. If he keeps
training and stays healthy, he's

ished first overall. "There's a

going to be top notch."

lot of good teams out there...

"He's showing so far at

The women's future is

it felt good to go out there as
a team and take the victory

also glowing. Two first year
players came in the top 10

on our home course."

overall in Maureen Crimmins
and Danielle Renzi.

It's been a steady uphill
climb for both varsity groups.

the cross country teams could
have been destined to become
in the top three in the conference. Now they have bigger
dreams on the horizon.
"We want Marist. We
want second in the MAAC,"
said Kelley.
The Red Foxes have been
ranked number 2 for the. last
few years with lona becoming
a national powerhouse, finishing 2010 8th in the country.
For the men, the last
three years has seen a once

"We knew they were

bleak team shine lighter each

going to do big things today.

and every season. 2011 could
be theitfoig push and allow a

Just four years ago, there
were many dreary days in

They didn't let us down," said

the program. Both teams "
had just finished ninth in the

senior captain Kristen Golen.
Having such a young and

ten school Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference and their
goal was just to improve.

talented team, it is essential
that leadership of the squad
shines.

Now, they have moved
up at least four spots in the

John Sagnelli, who has seen

Kelley put it, "This is only the

conference since 2007 and

this program develop over his

beginning, they're brighter
days ahead."

there seemed to be a faint
Aisha Faulkner/The Mirror light over the program that
Freshman Connor Kelley, who finished first overall this past weekend, strides by his competition
gets more and more noticeable every season.

Fifth year head coach

tenure, has been delighted
in how his captains of led the
group.
"I can't say enough about

squad that finished second-tolast in the conference in 2008
sprinting to number 2.
Winning the Leeber
Invitational was only the first
step on this marathon. As

